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Dear Research Community,

In this communication we are focusing on Elements 1-3 of the 6 elements of 

the NIH Data Management and Sharing Plan, namely Element 1: Data Type; 

Element 2: Related Tools, Software and/or Code; and Element 3: Standards.
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Let us help you plant that sturdy knowledge tree for your Data Management and 

Sharing Plan (DMSP) by applying the advice and instructions we provide here.

For each of the 3 elements, we are sharing a screenshot with sample responses 

from the free DMPTool, which allows you to build your plan in the format required 

by NIH. The DMPTool provides a click-through wizard for creating your DMSP that 

complies with funder requirements. It is super easy to use and we strongly 

encourage you to use it. Remember: Your final plan should not be more than two 

pages in many circumstances Please see the NIH FAQ about page limitation at the end of 
this communication. 

updated 3/21/23

Element 1: Data Type

A. Types and amount of scientific data expected to be generated in the=

project:

Summarize the types and estimated amount of scientific data expected to be 

generated in the project.

Our Comments: This should parallel what you described in your budget

justification. Please see our communication about the budget justification for 

more information.

DMPTool Guidance: Research projects vary widely in the types of data

produced. In this section, you will describe the categories, amounts, and
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https://sharing.nih.gov/data-management-and-sharing-policy/planning-and-budgeting-for-data-management-and-sharing/writing-a-data-management-and-sharing-plan#elements-to-include-in-a-data-management-and-sharing-plan)
https://dmptool.org/


degree of processing of your data.

DMPTool Screenshots: Element One Data Type > A. Data Types and Amount

B. Scientific data that will be preserved and shared, and the rationale

for doing so:

Describe which scientific data from the project will be preserved and shared

and provide the rationale for this decision.

Our Comments: For human subjects research, this should be in agreement

with your IRB proposal, content and protection of human subjects plans. Click

here for more information.

DMPTool Guidance: NIH does not anticipate that researchers will preserve and

share all scientific data generated in a study. Researchers should decide which

scientific data to preserve and share based on ethical, legal, and technical

factors that may affect the extent to which scientific data are preserved and

shared. Provide the rationale for these decisions.

DMPTool Screenshot: Element 1 Data Type > B. Data Preserved and Shared

C. Metadata, other relevant data, and associated documentation

Briefly list the metadata, other relevant data, and any associated

documentation (e.g., study protocols and data collection instruments) that will

be made accessible to facilitate interpretation of the scientific data.

Our Comments: Consult the RDA Metadata Standards catalog or search to see

if there is a metadata standard applicable to your subject area’s research

data.

DMPTool Screenshot: Element 1 Data Type > C. Metadata & Other
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https://icahn.mssm.edu/research/pphs
https://rdamsc.bath.ac.uk/


Element 2: Related Tools, Software and/or Code

State whether specialized tools, software, and/or code are needed to access or

manipulate shared scientific data, and if so, provide the name(s) of the needed

tool(s) and software and specify how they can be accessed.

Our Comments: Where there are multiple approaches or tool options, focusing

on what you will use while noting there are others is fine. E.g., you use a

licensed tool like SAS rather than a free tool like R.

For proprietary or licensed tools and software when you cannot provide the

tool, indicating the version, settings selected, transformations made, or

scripting facilitates reproducibility and reuse. This can be included in a read-

me file deposited with shared data.

DMPTool Guidance:

Tool(s) and software should be identified; plans should specify how the tools

can be accessed (e.g., open source and freely available, generally available

for a fee in the marketplace, available only from the research team). When

known, the longevity or period of time for which custom or proprietary tools

will be available should be addressed.

In addition, file formats in which data are saved in a digital format can be

divided into two general categories.

Screenshots DMPTool: Element 2 Related Tools, Software and/or Code 

Proprietary - The specification of the data encoding format is not

released or restricted in some way. Proprietary formats can only be easily

opened and manipulated by particular software tools.

Open - The specification of the data encoding format which can be used

and implemented by anyone. Open formats can often be easily opened

and manipulated by a large number of software tools.

.

Screenshots DMPTool: Element 2 Related Tools, Software and/or Code
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Element 3: Standards

State what common data standards will be applied to the scientific data and

associated metadata to enable interoperability of datasets and resources, and

provide the name(s) of the data standards that will be applied and describe

how these data standards will be applied to the scientific data generated by

the research proposed in this project.

If applicable, indicate that no consensus standards exist.

Our Comments: Please be sure to search the NIH Common Data Elements

Repository to see if there are standards you should apply to your data since

NIH Program Officers will be familiar with this resource. All data with human

subject participants should consider the “Person” elements. For example, if

coding for Age, apply the standard responses for Age Units that distinguish

between Don’t Know, Prefer not to answer, and Unknown.

If there are no common data standards, be sure to indicate that.

DMPTool Guidance:

A standard specifies how exactly data and related materials should be stored,

organized, and described. In the context of research data, the term typically

refers to the use of specific and well-defined formats, schemas, vocabularies,

and ontologies in the description and organization of data. However, for

researchers within a community where more formal standards have not been

well established, it can also be interpreted more broadly to refer to the

adoption of the same (or similar) data management-related activities or

strategies by different researchers and across different projects.

It is possible that your work will employ multiple formal standards or a mix of

formal standards and other data management strategies. You should be as

specific as possible when describing the standards used for each type of data

included in your proposal.

DMPTool Screenshot: Element 3 Standards 
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https://cde.nlm.nih.gov/home
https://cde.nlm.nih.gov/cde/search?q=dataElementConcept.concepts.name:%22Person%22
https://cde.nlm.nih.gov/deView?tinyId=s0OB4q7Pxk


To recap, we’ve provided guidance about creating your DMS plan and

preparing the budget. These communications will be made available online

and you are welcome to contact Allison Gottlieb if you need any past

communications. Please be on the lookout in the next few weeks for

communications on Element 4: Data Preservation, Access, and Associated

Timelines; Element 5: Access, Distribution, or Reuse Considerations; and

Element 6 Oversight of Data Management and Sharing

Please let us in the Library and the GCO know any questions you may have.

Sincerely, 

Allison Gottlieb

Allison Gottlieb, M.S. | Director, Sponsored Programs Education and

Communications | Grants and Contracts Office

and

Kris Alpi

MLS, MPH, PhD, FMLA, AHIP I Associate Dean of Libraries & Information

Sciences
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https://click.mailerlite.com/link/c/


Excerpt from NIH’s Frequently Asked Questions 

11. Are applications for awards that support a variety of activities or generate many data types
limited to a DMS Plan of two pages or less? 
No. Some research projects may propose a larger number of activities or generate a larger number of 
data types, which may necessitate more detail in a DMS Plan. NIH provides an optional DMS Plan format 
page, but use of this format page is not required.  NIH will accept DMS Plans longer than the 
recommended two pages as long as Plans provide sufficient information for NIH program staff to assess 
the Plan.  Please see supplemental information “Elements of an NIH Data Management and Sharing 
Plan” for more information. 
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https://sharing.nih.gov/faqs#/data-management-and-sharing-policy.htm
https://sharing.nih.gov/faqs#/data-management-and-sharing-policy.htm?anchor=56855
https://sharing.nih.gov/faqs#/data-management-and-sharing-policy.htm?anchor=56855
https://grants.nih.gov/sites/default/files/DMS-Plan-blank-format-page.pdf
https://grants.nih.gov/sites/default/files/DMS-Plan-blank-format-page.pdf
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-014.html
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-014.html



